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1 Script

(Slide 1) Love, love, love. Countless people smile joyfully; countless people cry heart breakingly
because of love. Love is so charming and fantastic that people around the world eagerly pursue
their own true love. So, who can explain why love has such powerful magic? (Slide 2)

As a theorist, I was trying to find the magical formula of love. But, love itself is a miracle.
It can not be concluded into an equation, because it would limit the power of love. So I failed.
I turned to become a practitioner. I wanted to know what love is, and what falling in love feels
like. (Slide 3)

I fell in love with a girl. This one? Of course not. But don’t forget that people in love
always act like little boys and little girls. At that time, I think that I was the happiest man in
the world because I loved a girl who, fortunately, loved me back. There was once, after a movie,
I wrote down a sentence from the movie on a card: “You are my exception.” I surprisingly sent
to her. As we looked at each other with subtle smiles, I felt that my heart melted. (Slide 4)
However, as time elapsed, we started to have arguments. Things went from bad to worse, and
last, we didn’t talk anymore. Finally, we broke up. I failed again as a practitioner. So I was
confused. I was convinced that I didn’t know what love is.

(Slide 5) I started to contemplate many questions about love. I remember a plot from my
favorite movie, “Up In The Air”. In the story, a theory impressed me a lot: the Bag Theory.
Imagine there’s a bag on your shoulder. Now, I want you to put everything regarding to your
daily life into the bag. What will you put in? You may start from the little stuffs in the drawer,
in the closet, in the bedroom. Hmm... feel the weight, you may still be able to carry it. And
then you go bigger. You add the things from the living room, the kitchen, and the bathroom.
Don’t forget your bicycle, your car, and even your house. Is the bag getting heavier? Try to
walk. Barely move your feet? Load the bag until you cannot lift it anymore. Now, I want you
to set the bag on fire. What is the first thing that you would take out from the bag? What is
it?
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Everyone can only bear certain weights. We pack things into the bag without breaking our
limitation. I asked myself: applying the Bag Theory, what matters most in my love?

(Ivan, what matters most in your love? Ivan: Acceptance.) (Slide 6)
I don’t know the answer, and I am looking for it. I am like a traveler who’s waiting for a

bus. I don’t know which one can take me to the right place. I even don’t know if the number
I expect will come or not. But I don’t care. Because I still remember the feeling of love, and I
know I need it. Love is the puzzle in my life, worthy of my whole life to find it out. (Slide 7)

After years of thinking and experiencing the sweetness and bitterness of love, now I believe
the essence of love lies not in the spectacular pledge for eternity, but lies in the simpleness of
company. (Slide 8) Are you in love with someone now? If not yet, let’s go search for true love.
Contest Chair.
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